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2018

is officially here
bringing in fresh
New Year energy. We have two
Full Moons in January. The first
on the 2nd in Cancer which
could see intense emotions, and
the second on the 31st in Leo
which could show a time for
self-expression and creativity.
Ellen DeGeneres was born 60
years ago on the 26th of this
month. With Ellen celebrating
the 15th year of her world
famous talk show ‘The Ellen
DeGeneres Show’, our editorial
team looks into the early life
of Ellen, her career in comedy
and her personal relationships
and charity work. Our featured
reader Karen shares with us
her journey through harnessing
her spiritual gifts, and psychic
Chrissie explores with us the
crystals for the month of
January, including the powers
of Garnet and the wonderful
Rose Quartz, the gem stone of
love and joy. We thank you so
much for being a reader of our
monthly magazine, and a valued
client of our top-rated psychic
services. We also wish you a very
happy New Year full of inspired
new beginnings and much peace
and happiness.
Love and Light,
Alyssa x
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When did you first discover you
were psychic?
My mother, grandmother
and I are all Psychic, intuitive and
clairsentient. I used to feel energy
as a child and often intuitively
sensed spirit.
I often ignored my intuition
as I grew up. However, I started
to develop my spirituality and
intuition again in my 30’s and 40’s.
I often read for friends and family,
at first using Angel Tarot cards as a
tool along with my intuition. Over
the years I left my Professional
Healthcare Career and then my
corporate career, to pursue my
own business as a Reflexologist,
Masseur and Reiki Healer. Working
with and channelling Angels, whilst
going through some difficult
life experiences, has helped me
enormously and I wanted to help
others too.
What are your talents and what
do they mean?
I am Clairsentient so I feel spirit
and energy. I use my intuition,
knowledge and life experience as
my guide, working with Angelic
energy and Angel Tarot cards. I am
a down to earth reader and use
my intuition and Angel guidance
alongside the Angel Tarot Cards.
What tools do you use and why?
What is their history?
I use my intuition, guidance
from the Angels and Oracle Card
Decks in a reading. I mainly use
Doreen Virtue’s Angel Tarot
cards as I have found them to be
accurate. Angel Tarot and Oracle

cards are a gentle, loving and safe
energy. I only use decks that are
positive and empowering with
loving messages and energy, but
practical also.
One remarkable story from a
recent client?
There are many! But one
client had been disturbed by a
wind chime she liked which flew
off the veranda! The angels and
cards were reassuring. Archangel
Michael was very strong in her
reading. After her reading she told
me her deceased husband was
called Michael and that a neighbor
(who had shown an interest in her)
had given her the wind chime. So
Michael was obviously making his
feelings known! We did share a
laugh at that.
Why do you enjoy working for
Clear Psychics?
I joined Clear Psychics as I had
readings from psychics working
for them at the Mind, Body, Spirit
Fayre in London, England. I was
always told by their psychics that
I should be reading for people too
and so I finally took the plunge. I
really love talking to clients from
all walks of life, from all over the
world, reassuring and empowering
them with positive but practical
messages from their Angels.
I chose Clear Psychics because
they have good ethics and values
and care for their clients. Clear
Psychics enable me to read
professionally for clients in my
own style, using my own intuition
and tools for guidance.

Celebrity Birthday

Ellen
Degeneres
T

he Emmy Award-winning actress, stand-up
comedian, and host of the popular talk show ‘The
Ellen DeGeneres Show’ celebrates her 60th birthday
this month.
Ellen Lee DeGeneres was born in
Louisiana and was raised as a Christian
Scientist until the age of thirteen.
She shared her household with
her brother Vance and Parents
Elliot and Elizabeth, until their
divorce in 1973.
DeGeneres graduated from
Atlanta High School in May 1976,
after finishing her first years of
high school in Louisiana at
Grace King High School.
After this, Ellen moved
back to New Orleans
to at tend the
Univer sit y of
New Orleans,
w here she
majored in

communication studies. DeGeneres started her standup comedy career in small clubs and coffee houses, and
by 1981 she was the emcee at Clyde’s Comedy Club in
New Orleans.
Ellen’s comedy career became the foundation idea
for the successful sitcom Ellen, named ‘These Friends of
Mine’ The ABC show was popular in its first few seasons
and Ellen was often referred to as the ‘female Seinfeld’.
It was during this period that Ellen took the courageous
step in coming out as being openly gay, on the Oprah
Winfrey Show in 1997.
The American actress and comedian is known for
showing her strong sense of will. Particularly when her
career hit a wall during this time, when she wrote a role
for herself, changing the sexuality of her character. Ellen
faced much criticism and hostility in this period of her
personal life and career and in May 1998, her show was
canceled. DeGeneres returned to stand-up comedy and
later re-established herself as a successful talk show
host.
Ellen is born under the friendly Aquarius star sign.
Sagittarius rising with a balanced alignment to the feisty
Moon in Aries sees that Ellen is spontaneous, daring,
adventurous and brave. Her Sagittarius traits speak
for justice, making Ellen; philosophical truthful and
moral. With Mars and Saturn in this sign, this gives Ellen
discipline and structure as they sit in the first house – the
house of ‘self’.
Venus sits with the Sun in Aquarius, giving Ellen an
unconventional attractiveness and can point towards
quirkiness within her fashion choices. And with Virgo
Midheaven sitting at the top of her chart, this allows
us to see a neat and analytical side of Ellen within her
public appearance.
Ellen DeGeneres is known for her humanitarian
work and animal rights activism, and is an advocate
for a vegan lifestyle along-side her partner Portia de
Rossi. After the overturn of the same-sex marriage ban
in California, DeGeneres de Rossi were engaged. They
went on to get married in August 2008, at their home
in California, where they reside with their four dogs
and three cats.
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Horoscopes

Aries

Cancer

21 March - 20 April

T

he start of every New Year is a time to reset our
goals and ambitions for the months ahead. But this
year, you are going to be super-motivated to achieve the
things that are important to you. Don’t underestimate
mind, that along with determination and self-discipline,
a good deal of subtlety can also help you. And from
the middle of the month, one friend can also be so
influential.

22 June - 23 July

R

elationships, relationships, relationships! I’m sorry
to say it three times Cancer, but this is going to be
a really important part of your situation, not just in
January, but throughout the whole of the year. But this
is not necessarily all about what you get, it is also about
getting a much greater understanding of what people
need from you. The more this becomes mutual, the
better things will be.

Taurus

Leo

21 April - 21 May

Y

our ruler Venus is cosseted by the Sun at the turn
of the year, suggesting the more open you are to
change and new experiences, the more enriching it can
be to you. This may see you on the move in January,
perhaps to enjoy a vacation, but equally it can be an
opportunity to widen your horizons professionally, and
this is going to be even more the case from the 11th.

24 July - 23 August

A

s Venus and the Sun move into your sector of
relationships on the 18th and the 20th respectively,
so you can be more mindful of your needs in this regard.
The first phase of the year is likely to see you focusing on
more nitty-gritty issues, but you can do so with aplomb.
If you promised yourself to get fitter or to get more
organized in your overall life, this is a time for you to
really make an impact.

Gemini

Virgo

22 May - 21 June

Y

our willpower is going to be enormous this month,
and your energy and vitality boosted hugely by
a combination between Mars and Jupiter. With a
clustering of energy also in the part of your ‘scope to do
with deep commitments, you can find yourself drawing
closer in a meaningful partnership. However, business
moves towards the month’s end, require you to get the
full facts.

24 August - 23 September

I

f you can pour energy into your creativity this month,
it’s likely to be hugely helpful. Strands within your
situation can create more excitement and possibilities
than you’ve felt for a long time. Your physical vitality
can also be higher, so don’t be surprised if you find
yourself more active and moving around from place to
place. Involved? Love can deepen. Single? Possibilities
can emerge.

Check out today’s horoscopes at clearpsychics.com/horoscopes.html
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Horoscopes

Libra

Capricorn

24 September - 23 October

S

aturn has moved into the part of your horoscope to
do with your emotional and physical environment.
But this is an opportunity to really get what you need.
And this can be a month when you’re proactive around
changes at home, which could include even starting a
business there. Your financial prospects are also very
positive in January, you just need to believe Libra.

22 December - 20 January

Y

ou have an incredible opportunity this January to
re-launch all of the things that are really important
to you. This may mean that some things are going to
become more peripheral, but your desire to reach for
something that is beyond mere goals is going to be
enormous. And whatever your hopes and wishes, the
planets conspire to give you a wonderful push to reach
for the stars.

Scorpio

Aquarius

24 October - 22 November

W

ith your traditional ruler Mars combining with
Jupiter, the planet of growth, and also your
modern guide, Pluto, you can absolutely roar into the
New Year. With your determination and drive and ideas
zone buzzing with energy, there is so much to go for.
As Venus aligns with Pluto at the start of week two, a
momentous relationship conversation can also take
place for you Scorpio.

21 January - 19 February

M

ars and Jupiter afford you a fantastic amount of
gravitas this month. If there is something that you
feel strongly about, don’t hold back from asserting it to
others. Yet it’s probably not going to be until the middle
of January, when you feel the urge more generally. But
the thinking time you have before this period can be
very important as far as your wider aims and hopes are
concerned.

Sagittarius

Pisces

23 November - 21 December

T

he great news is that Saturn has left your sign after
a two and a half year stay. The area that you can
prosper from this year Archer, is around your resources,
when a mixture of persistent, applied effort, linked to
listening very carefully to your inner voice, can see you
choosing the right situations to invest your energies
and talents within. Life can get seriously speedy from
week three.

20 February - 20 March

F

riendships, associations and your network can open
up handsomely this January. And even if you’re
someone who prefers to stick with what you know, there
could be a sense that change can be as good as a rest.
But whatever you invest your time in, the more there’s
a sense of co-operation and togetherness with others,
the more uplifting and inspiring it can be for you Pisces.

Free Chinese horoscopes! www.clearpsychics.com/chinese-astrology.html
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Birthstone
of the Month
F

olklore has always surrounded the tradition of
birthstones, such as; wearing a particular stone
to bring luck or happiness, or the powers seemingly
associated with them. Early civilizations felt that some
stones possessed magical properties. In time, gems
became associated with differing signs of the zodiac,
with colors also associated with certain powers
attributed to each stone. Later, birthstones became
associated with calendar months, rather than simply
the zodiac signs themselves. This accounts for the
fact that certain months have more than one special
stone or gem associated with them. So, for JANUARY
the stones associated with this month are GARNET &
ROSE QUARTZ.
The name GARNET comes from the Latin word
GARANATUS, meaning ‘seedlike’ due to its comparison
to pomegranate seeds. The stones are small in size,
with the larger ones being more rare and expensive.
In a grave dating back 3000 years, garnet stones were
found in a necklace of a young man. This highlights the
lasting durability of the stones. In Spanish astrology, the
garnet was once seen as a representation of the sun
and was called the CARBUNCLE, relating to the color
and its similarity to a boil or blister. Not a very pleasant
comparison, but one which they felt relayed its true
likeness!

Throughout history, garnet has represented many
different things to different cultures. The Greeks
honored the stone as protection against drowning for
their children, while Christians regarded its color as
representing a symbol of Christ’s sacrifice. The ancient
Greeks saw the pomegranate as a gift of love which
linked to ETERNITY.
One superstition holds that if a garnet loses its lustre
and shine, then there could be a disaster coming before
too long! Another belief is that the wearing of a garnet
attracts others and draws them to the wearer – an
indication of its power of attraction. Care of the stone is
important and it should be washed in warm soapy water
and rinsed well before drying. It is important to protect
garnet from sharp knocks and extremes of temperature
as these may be detrimental to the stones.
ROSE QUARTZ is the second JANUARY stone, though
it is less likely to be chosen for an engagement ring. Rose
Quartz is more popular for jewelry such as necklaces
or bracelets and is often used for small ornaments. It
is popular amongst all star signs and covers all months.
One of the reasons being, is that Rose Quartz is usually
recognized for having strong links to love, happiness and
peace. Still, it’s nice to have the choice don’t you think?

Find out more about what 2018 holds for you
HALF PRICE READING!
Empowering guidance for 2018
1-866-960-6498
Quote ‘Jan18’ for 50% off
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New Year
Resolutions
S

o here we are again, at the time of the year when
we all feel we want to improve things in our lives by
making resolutions for the New Year ahead. How long do
they last though? Well, not very long it seems, with most
fading away after a few days or weeks! So what’s going
wrong and how can we alter our success rate?
Let’s consider why we make them - usually to change
certain areas of our lives for the better, but how can we
be sure which areas we should be working on? If we can
get it right we can work towards it with more positive
determination, and therefore hopefully succeed. But
how can we do this?
Consider how much easier it would be for you to
alter your lifestyle and habits if you had positive goals
in sight to work towards. How could you do that? Well,
the answer it simple. CRYSTAL CLEAR PSYCHICS is a
highly professional organization of psychics who are able
to advise you on matters concerning subjects such as
friendships, relationships, family matters, career choices
and many other things you are likely to be concerned
about. Try giving them a ring and asking for their advice,
which will help direct your motivations for your future.
e.g. if you’re feeling down because a relationship isn’t
working, they may advise you that a new romance is
on the horizon, so you can start looking forwards to
happiness in the future and stop worrying now. Your
resolution may be to get in shape or make plans for a
new beginning? Or perhaps it could even be to give Clear
Psychics a ring?
Happy New Year one and all. - Chrissie

5 New Year Resolution Ideas
Start a Meditation Practice
Meditation is said to improve our mood, and lessen
stress and anxiety which is an excellent way to step into
a New Year.
Play More
Play can make us more creative and productive,
unleash your inner child in 2018!
Pick Up a Hobby
Hobbies can lower our stress levels, help us to focus
and could even boost our brain power!
Move More
It doesn’t matter what we do; hitting those 10,000
steps, 20 minutes of stretches a day or even joining a
dance class! Moving more, can help us to move forward
in lots of areas of our life.
Stop Procrastinating
Make 2018 the year you stop procrastinating and
start getting things done.

Call now for insight in love, work and home…

1-866-960-6498
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What’s in store for you in 2018?
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Seeking New Readers
Do you have a real psychic gift? We pride ourselves on the quality of our readers. We are currently recruiting
psychics, mediums, clairvoyants and tarot readers. Please be advised we have a thorough test process and only
recruit genuine psychics.
Please apply to Lauren@CrystalClearPsychics.com

Order your 2018 astrological chart & report today
Email Lauren@CrystalClearPsychics.com for more details

*Half price reading offer not valid with any other offer. Minimum call duration 20 minutes. Credit cards only. Offer expiration date January 31, 2018.
Promotional offer requires customers to opt in to future email marketing campaign. Our receptionists will ask for your email address prior to making this
offer. You can always opt out in the future. Registered Office 575 Lexington Avenue, 4th Floor New York, NY. Copyright © 2013 - 2018 All rights reserved.

